Abstract : Formalization of scheduling problems is very often mathematic and directly bound to a solving method. It allows to use of the properties of the problem to face the complexity of its resolution. In consequence, the initial model can't be easily extended to take into account new constraints. Thus, the efficiency is synonym of a lack of genericity. Our starting point is the modeling of scheduling problems without any optimization objective. First, we will show the advantages of the Petri nets in order to study scheduling problems. Next we'll develop a progressive approach to design Petri nets based models, through the flowshop example. Then we'll describe the resolution of the problem after the transcription of the obtained net into the Chip constraint logic programming language.
Introduction to scheduling problems
We say that we deal with a scheduling problem when (( we must program the execution of a realisation by assigning resources to tasks and by fixing their execution dates [...I. The tasks are the common denominator of scheduling problems, their definitions are neither always immediate, nor trivial )) [Carlier& 88al . An expertise in scheduling requires the study of a particular problematic to have hard and fundamental constraints emerged. That assumes the knowledge of a typology as it is presented in [GOThA 931 and also central problems.
Of course, we can model analyticaly those problems in a classical operational research way (see for instance, for the flowshop problem [Stafford&90] ) to use standard resolution tools. But, on one hand, that does not necessary allow to use the properties of the studied problem to face its resolution complexity (a specific branch and bound approach allows it), and on the other hand, the initial model can't be easily extended to take new constraints into account. The efficiency is then synonym of a lack of genericity even if we actually see some attemps to remedy it [Foure& 931 .
Although those tools are not neglected to solve simple cases, their use, as a simple solver during the resolution of industrial cases can't be considered because those problems are known NP-hard bawler& 891, except for particular cases (as the n/2/F/Cmax [Johnson 54] [Chow 891 or its extensions [Proust 921 ).
However, those classical algorithms of operational research can be associated, as modules, in a larger software with a computer aided approach [Proust& 951. Besides, in First, we'll deal w i t h the interest of Petri nets to model scheduling problems.
Next we'll develop a progressive approach to design models, through the flowshop example. Then, we'll describe the resolution problem with a model transcription in the CHIP constraint logic programming language. The optimized criterion is the total completion time (Cmax).
Scheduling and Petri nets
Petri nets (PN) allows the modeling of scheduling problems constraints with a homogenous graphical formalism. They define central problems of the scheduling theory [GOThA93] . For instance, marked graphs (a sub-class of PN) generalize the PERT method to cyclic problems [DiCesare& 931. Usually, the places (P) represent stocks and resources ; the transitions (T) represent operations ; the tokens (or marks) are tasks and amount of resources.
The modeling of scheduling problems is made by timed Petri nets (TPN) [Proth & 941. That extension of the basic model adds a firing time (dJ to each transition (t). A transition is enabled if the set of input places are marked at time U. The firing of a transition is decomposed in two phases : instantaneous withdrawal of tokens in input places o f t at time U; instantaneous addition of tokens in output places o f t at date U+ d,. The marking at date U of the PN is not sufficient to describe the state. It is necessary to know the date of firing of transitions in progress (the residual firing times). Thus, the notion of firing sequence is not sufficient to determine the net evolution for a span of time. [Chretienne 831 defines the controlled execution concept which is a function of the firing dates series : x," is the date of the n ' fire of transition t. He defines the instantaneous state of a TPN is E( U) = (M( U), R(u)) where M(u) is the marking vector at date U. R(u) is the residual firing time vector at the same date. The residual firing timeisdefinedby: R,(u)=O i f O I u I x : ; R,(u)=x:+d,-U i f x : < u < x :
The optimized performance criterion is not modelized with the TPN, as it is the case with other models (i.e. mathematical programming). The total completion time (Cmax) is defined by ending time of firing transition : C max = max(xyt + d,) where
is the charateristic vector (the fire number of transitions) to consider for the scheduling period. A scheduling criterion is regular, in scheduling theory, if it is nondecreasing in function of the tasks ending dates. We show that Cmax verifies that property : Property 1 : Cmax is regular Proof : A criterion F is said regular iff Vi,C, I C; =F(C ,,..., C,) rF(C; ,..., C;) with the Cmax formalization we verifie that Vt E Tsuchthatxyt +d, I xiNt +d,, then max(x:t' +d, ,..., x : ' " +d,) I max(x;ytl +d,,...,xftn +dJ. teT [Carher& 88b ] studies the scheduling of firing sequences of TPN. In that paper, the parallel is made between the notions of tasks sequences and firing sequences on one hand, and the notions of schedules and controlled executions on other hand. Classically, in scheduling theory, the study of performance criterion allows to limit the search space of feasible solutions. For instance, for any regular criterion, it is only necessary to consider the schedules which starting dates of the operations begin earlier on each machine (semi-active schedules). That allows to associate one schedule to each sequence. [Carlierk 88b ] say that the same raisonning is applicable for TPN when the criterion studied is regular. The set of feasible solutions is then the set of earliest controlled executions associated to each feasible firing sequence.
The generalization of scheduling algorithms is obtained by showing equivalence between performance criteria. For instance, minimizing Cmax is equivalent to maximize the average number of processing machines (R,) during the scheduling period. We show the same result with TPN concepts.
Property 2 : Following performance criteria are equivalent : (i) min Cmax ; (ii) maxE, 1
Cmax 0 maxN,,N,(u) = c S , ( u ) and S,(u)= 1 if R, > 0 and 0 else.
Cmax taT Those results allow us to think that PN contitute a homogenous model to study scheduling problems, both on modeling and theorical point of view.
Modeling of scheduling problems -the flowshop example
The modeling of scheduling problems with TI" consists on a design of a net where only the feasible schedules are reachable (feasible controlled executions). Then, come two choices : using high level PN or elementary PN. The former gives abstractions that are usually obtained with a loss of properties [DiCesare& 931. Thus, the use of elementary PN is often prefered. But the model is too large to be wholly designed without a method. We have decided to model each constraint and extension of the basic flowshop problem [Proust 921 by different nets. The global net is obtained by a synthesis of the set of all designed nets. The constraints modeling of the flowshop problem family is given below. Note that, since for all regular performance criterion, it is only necessary to consider earliest controlled executions, we can add transitions with nought delay to model particular events (starting or ending of operations). In presence of highly shared resources, modeling with one of those approaches is impossible. A combination of those two techniques must be used (hybrid approach), but then the systematic feature of the modeling requires a synthesis porocedure. It expresses the order and the use of synthesis rules. We give below the rules which we are going to use. The origin of the rule is indicated between brackets without mentionning the exact references. The interested reader can find them in [DiCesare&93] . In the following R1R2 represent the merge of the nets R1 and R2. Since the net is timed, that modeling means that the two machines are serialized. It can be corrected if tl and t2 are decomposed to set the events : start of operation t2 and end of operations tl (using the R4 rule).
The same approach must be used to model fifo stocks. The modeling of problem n/m/F,constraints/Cmax follows the synthesis procedure geven hereafter : synthesis Drocedure step 1 : modeling each task as in (a) step 2 : setting the sequence of operations for each task as in (b) step 3 : modeling resource constraints with R2 (c) step 4 : modeling setup time and remove time of tools with R4 (h) step 5 : modeling constraints of limited stocks capacity (f) 5.1. buiding the limitation of the stock with R2 5.2. decomposing the input and output transitions of the stock (see example before) with R4 step 6 : modeling fifo stocks (d) 6.1. using R4 to insert a transition with a zero duration after tl 6.2. decomposing the place between 6 and tl to insert the stock (f) with R5
6.3. placing mutual exclusion loop of stocks parts with R2 step 7 : modeling the lateness with R2 (e) step 8 : modeling precedence constraints w i t h R3 (8) step 9: merging resource places and stock places with R1.
example 2 : modeling of d3/F, bjj+l, aij/Cmax with the above synthesis procedure. For each job i,we have following steps : step 5.1 ti2 fi3 step 2 and 3
step 9 : merging of places MI , M2 , M3 , b12 , b23 of the n nets gives the final one.
Property 3 : the global net, after synthesis, can be decomposed into :
-marked graphs, -shared resource constrained by n processes, i.e structure in the following form :
Solving with constraint logic programming
Solving scheduling problems consists on the computation of optimal controlled execution with a given characteristic vector. Among emergent resolution techniques we focus our interest on logic programming with constraint propagation (CLP). We use the CHIP language [Van Hentenryck 891.
CLP does not restrict itself to the manipulation of symbolic terms, and extends the mechanisms of logic programming to different domains : booleans, rationals, finite domains ... A finite domain variable is an integer variable which takes its values in the non empty set. It is declared by, for X::O..N. Linear terms are built with those variables and + and x operators. A constraint is the comparison of two linear terms with classical arithmetic comparators. Specific constraints specially designed for specific problems are also predefined. For instance the cumulative constraint of the CHIP language is designed to solve scheduling problems [Cosytec 931.
The PN graph, which models the scheduling problem, is represented in the CHIP language by a set of clauses. Some additive clauses define the list of places, transitions, firing durations, the initial marking. The part of the model, which is a marked graph, is represented by the set of place/transition incidence relations. In fact a clause has the form arc(rel,p,r) where re1 takes its values in { in,out) . The resource part of the model is coded like arc_res(p,freq,trel,v) where treq and trel are the request and the release transitions for the resource p and its required quantity v. example 3: the example hereafter shows the transcription of a net in the CHIP language.
net R
The resolution of the scheduling problem uses a finite domain variable for each fire occurence. In the particular case of the flowshop, each transition is fired only once. Constraints on firing dates of a marked graph are potential constraints [Chretienne 831. For all input place p oft, we set an inequality constraint : xi 2 0 if the marking of p is equal to 1 (m(p)=l), else x: 2 x:, +d,., and t' is the input transition of p. An algorithm which sets potential constraints in the CHIP language for marked graph is given in [Richard& 941. Resource constraints use the buid-in cumulative constraint. We note before arc-res(p,Xt,Yt,Vt), where Xt, Yt, Vt are finite domain variables. Parameters of cumulative are : Starts (list of the demand dates of the resource : Xt), Durations (a list of non instanciated finite domain variables), Ends (list of release dates of the resource : Yt+Dt), Quantity (list of the quantity of resource required for the operation : Vt), High (the total amount of the resource -it is the initial marking of the place p). In the above example, the constraint set will be : cumulative ([x:,, ,x:~,] , [D~,D~] , [<,~ ,~~~] , [ l , l ] , l ) . Constraints to computing the Cmax are Vt ET, Cmax 2 x f "~ +d,. The start of the CHIP solver, associated to finite domain, is made by assigning values to free variables. The constraint propagation phasis restricts as many domains as possible. Numerical results, in the particular case of a resource demanded and released by a same transition, is given in [Richard& 951. A prototype is actually in development to deal with general resource constraints [Cavalier& 951.
Conclusion
We have presented a homogenous approach to solve (shop) scheduling problems submitted to various constraints. The PN advantages have been explained in the first part, then a modeling technique has been exposed, which is based on a hybrid synthesis procedure. And then, the resolution of the modeled problem has been obtained by using the CHIP CLP language. But, according to our experience CLP does not seemed to be adapted to solve NP-hard problems, because the use of constraint and solver as black boxes forbids efficient implementations. So, perspective of our works is now to designed an efficient solving techniques based on Petri nets.
